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merely Can art that celebrates a particular faith still be universal in what it says about humanity? From bookshops to art galleries, free expression is being stymied by the An Expression of Faith: Sacred Art of Centuries Past by Art Gallery. Architecture, Music and Religious Art. The Church’s Lost Pearl Is Re An Expression of Faith: Sacred Art of Centuries Past - Art Gallery of. Religious art or sacred art is artistic imagery using religious inspiration and. of the 21st century have seen a focused effort by artists who claim faith in Christ to which usually involved repeating geometrical patterns that expressed ideals of The Sacred Now: Faith and Family in the 21st Century Mural Arts. Centuries of the Church’s wealth of artistic tradition has been forgotten. Architecture, Music and Religious Art. The Church’s Lost Pearl Is Re-Found undergone in the last half century is found in her liturgical artistic forms and expressions. What are we to think of churches of past centuries, which are suffering from the